TRANSFORM OF DECREE

This Decree is reserved exclusively to all students actually enrolled in any University worldwide at courses of degree in medicine and surgery in English language and want to transfer to this university and continuing their studies in Medicine and Surgery in English in Italy. Candidates interested in the transfer process, have to fill the document annexed at end of this extract of decree. Candidates have to make a copy of the curriculum with all the exams performed with dates and scores, detailed programs of all the exams, Id or passport copy.

Anyway at the end of the process, once we confirm the successful transfer by publishing the standing list, candidates that have to come here in Naples to enroll must give us the ORIGINAL documents mandatory. So in this preliminary phase we can receive copies, but at the moment of the enrollment we need the original documents.

The document that is very important is the “dichiarazione di valore” issued by any Italian consulate/embassy in the country you achieved the high school diploma.

Candidates that want to join our Course of Degree in Medicine and Surgery can choose through 2 ways of applying:

1. Coming to our Students Office in Naples at Via Luciano Armanni n. 5 from 9.00 am to 12.00 am (from Monday to Friday) giving the application request to an our representative.
2. Sending the application request by postal service to “Dirigente della Ripartizione Gestione Carriere e Servizi agli Studenti della Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli, c/o Ufficio Protocollo, piazza Luigi Miraglia 80138-Napoli, specifying on the envelope: “ transfer request for Medicine and Surgery 2016/2017 “

Candidates have to choose one and only one of the methods above listed.

For any of the 2 above methods chosen by the candidates, the application request must be mandatory submitted not over AUGUST 26, 2016.

We do accept requests only from candidates enrolled in a Course of Degree in medicine and surgery in ENGLISH language.

We do not accept requests from candidates over AUGUST 26, 2016.

After the transfer requests collection phase that expires on AUGUST 26, 2016, we will publish on www.unina2.it the list of students that can be enrolled with all the info linked to the registration, no later than October 15, 2016.

For any info about the transfer process: segmedicina@unina2.it

Napoli, 02/08/2016

Signed the Responsible for the Proceedings
(Dott. Alfredo LICCIARDO)
Transfer request Medicine and Surgery 2016/2017

Al Dirigente della Ripartizione Gestione Carriere
e Servizi agli Studenti della
Seconda Università degli Studi di Napoli

Last name and Name ____________________________________________

Born in (city and country) _______________________________________
on ________________________________________________

Address (street, city and country of actual residence)_____________________

zip code ______________________

Phone ___________________ Phone 2. ___________________ e-mail ______________________

Enrolled in a.a. 2015/16 at _____ year Of the Course of Degree in Medicine and surgery in ENGLISH language of
the following university ____________________________________________

ASK FOR

• □ The transfer at the a.a. 2016/17 at ______ year of the Course of Degree in Medicine and Surgery of the
  Seconda Università degli studi di Napoli

I annex the following documents under my responsibility

□ copies of curriculum, exams, detailed programs.

□ Medical certification(check only if in possess)

□ ID or passport copy

Date, ___________________ Signature ___________________________